An Interesting Coin
of the Byzantine
Emperor, Heraclius
Heraclius. (detail of the coin in Figure 2)

ERACLIUS was a great Christian
king. In 610 AD he defeated Phocas,
the evil ruler of Constantinople, and revived the failing Byzantine Empire. In
627 he fought against the Persians whose
huge army was led by a general called
Razates. In his book, Byzantium: The
Early Centuries, John Norwich described
what happened: “Early in the morning
of 12 December battle was joined. It
continued for eleven hours without a
break, every man involved knowing full
well that he was almost certainly fighting
the decisive encounter of the war. At its
height Razates suddenly challenged Heraclius to single combat. The emperor
accepted, spurred on his dun charger
Dorkon, and – if George of Pisidia is to be
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believed – struck off the general’s head
with a single thrust. Two more Persian
commanders are said to have suffered
similar fates. Heraclius himself was
wounded more than once, but refused to
sheathe his sword. He and his men were
still fighting when the sun set. Only then
did they realize that there was virtually
no enemy left to oppose them. The Persian army had been annihilated; all its

commanders lay dead on the field.”
Previously the Persians had conquered
Jerusalem and carried off the True

Figure 3 – Drawing of the pincer-like instrument.

Figure 2 – A finer example of the coin in Figure 1. Diameter 31 mms. (Classical Numismatic
Group, Electronic Auction 268, Lot 435, cngcoins.com)

Figure 1 – Follis of Justin I with countermarks
of Heraclius. Diameter 33 mms. Sear Byz. 882.
(Centre for Coins, Culture and Religious History)

Figure 4 – Map of Sicily. (Wikimedia Commons. Author: Hel-hama.)

Figure 5 – Decanummium of Heraclius minted at Catania in 620 AD. Diameter 14 mms. Sear Byz. 885. (Agora Auctions, Sale 84, Lot 281)

Cross to their capital, Ctesiphon, but
following this victory Heraclius restored
it to Jerusalem amidst great rejoicing.
Sadly, in the last years of his life
Heraclius suffered from mental illness
(depression), but this was understandable
because the eastern part of his empire,
including Jerusalem, had been overrun
by Muslim armies from Arabia. Despite
this development his reign marked a
turning point in Byzantine history and
laid the foundation for the future. The
coins of Heraclius are therefore of particular interest to Christians, and in the
collection of the Centre for Coins, Culture
and Religious History (https://cccrh.org)
there is an unusual coin with his image
and a monogram of his name applied as
a countermark on the obverse of a coin
of a previous emperor. On the reverse,

where the mint name CON (Constantinople) should be, it has been replaced
by a countermark with the letters SCL

(followed by a tiny s indicating that it is
an abbreviation). This means that the
countermark was applied in Sicily.

Figure 6 – Follis of Anastasius I minted at Constantinople. On the reverse the large M (40) is the
denomination and the E indicates that the coin was minted in the 5th factory. Diameter 38 mms.
Sear Byz. 19. (Classical Numismatic Group, Triton VIII, Lot 1298)

Figure 7 – Follis of Justin I minted at Constantinople. Diameter 31 mms. Sear Byz. 63. (Centre for Coins, Culture and Religious History)

because they are fairly common today.
The folles on which the countermarks
were applied are of Anastasius I (Figure
6), Justin I (Figure 7) and Justinian I
before 539 AD (Figure 8). In 539 (regnal
year XII) Justinian introduced a new
type with his facing bust on the obverse.
(Figure 9) None of these large facingbust folles were countermarked, which

Figure 8 – Follis of Justinian I minted at Constantinople before 539 AD. Diameter 32 mms. Sear
Byz. 158. (Classical Numismatic Group, Electronic Auction 207, Lot 434)

(Figure 1) A clearer countermark is
shown on the coin in Figure 2. The coins
on which these countermarks are applied are large bronze coins (folles) of
Anastasius I (491-518), Justin I (518527) and Justinian I (527-565). The
coins of Justinian were minted during
the early years of his reign. The countermarked coin is number 882 in
David Sear’s book, Byzantine Coins
and their Values, and 520 in Philip Grierson’s book, Byzantine Coins. Much of
the information in this article comes
from Grierson’s book.
The countermarks on these coins usually appear in the same places, i.e. replacing the mint name on the reverse
and above the emperor’s head on the
obverse. This means that the countermarks were applied using a tool like a
pair of pliers. The follis to be countermarked was placed between the jaws of
this pincer-like instrument. (Figure 3)
If the arms of the pliers were long, considerable pressure could be applied by

its jaws because of the lever principle.
Heraclius had a long reign from 610 to
641, and various images of him appeared
on his coins. At Catania in Sicily (Figure
4 – map) small bronze coins of Heraclius
were minted from year 3 to 13. What is
amazing is that the image of Heraclius
on the coin minted at Catania in year 10
(620 AD) is exactly the same as his image
on the countermark. Even the shape of
his cloak and the bow on his right shoulder are the same. (Figure 5) Therefore
the die for the countermark was probably
made at Catania and applied to the folles
in about 620 AD. Because these folles
might already have been in circulation
Grierson thought that the countermarking occurred all over Sicily, not only at
Catania. Although the dies were made at
Catania they would have been distributed for use in market places all over the
island. One can imagine an official standing in a market holding a huge pair of
metal pincers ready to countermark the
coins. A lot of coins were countermarked

Figure 9 – Follis of Justinian I minted at Constantinople in year XIIII (14 = 540/1 AD). Diameter 38 mms. Weight 22.15 grams. Sear Byz.
163. (Classical Numismatic Group, Electronic
Auction 112, Lot 293)

Figure 10 – Map of the empire of Justinian I (527-565) (Wikimedia Commons)

Figure 11 – Larger size follis of Heraclius minted at Constantinople in year 21 with countermarks of Heraclius.
Diameter 31 mms. Sear Byz. 883. (Classical Numismatic Group, Electronic Auction 153, Lot 254)

gives us a clue as to why the older coins
were in Sicily. In 535 Justinian’s army
invaded Sicily in preparation for an
invasion of Italy and they must have
brought to Sicily a large number of
bronze coins, which they spent there. So
the early folles of Justinian and the folles
of the previous emperors accumulated
on the island. The general in charge of
Justinian’s army was Belisarius. He was
one of the most brilliant generals in

Byzantine history. According to John
Norwich, “His military gifts were unquestioned: his personal courage had
been proved again and again, and he
was a natural leader of men.” In 536 he
led the army across the strait of Messina
and eventually conquered Italy for the
Byzantine Empire. (Figure 10 – map)
But why were these folles countermarked by Heraclius eighty years later?
Heraclius needed money for the war with

Persia, and Grierson suggested that the
countermarking confirmed or increased
the value of these old worn coins. Another
suggestion of Grierson was that the old
worn coins were countermarked and returned to circulation while the heavier
coins minted after 539 AD were melted
down.
The mint at Catania was closed in 623
AD, and thereafter coins for circulation
in Sicily were sent from Constantinople.

Therefore there was no need to cover the
mint name CON. The coins were still
countermarked but this time with an
image of Heraclius and his son Heraclius
Constantine. (Figure 11) It seems strange
that these coins were still being coun-

termarked, but Grierson thought that it
was done before they were put into circulation because the people in Sicily
had come to regard only countermarked
coins as legal tender. The folles that were
countermarked were minted in Con-

Figure 12 – Larger size follis of Heraclius minted at Constantinople in year 20. Diameter 35
mms. Sear Byz. 810. (Classical Numismatic Group, Electronic Auction 180, Lot 334)

stantinople in years 20 and 21 (Figure
12) and the countermarking would
therefore have occurred in about 631
AD. Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine
appear on the obverse of the host coins.
A third series of countermarked folles
was issued in about 638 AD because the
host coins bear dates up to year 26.
(Figure 13) The host coins are much
smaller than the folles of the second
series and were probably countermarked
to ensure that they were worth the same
as the large ones. Again Heraclius and
Heraclius Constantine appear on the
countermark, but this time Heraclius
has a long beard and a wide moustache
while Heraclius Constantine has a short
beard. On the reverse there is a countermark with the same monogram of
Heraclius as on the follis in Figure 1
and with SCs for Sicily on the right.
(Figure 14)
Heraclius is important in the history
of the Byzantine Empire and in the history of Western civilization, but he is
not generally known today. Everybody
has heard of King Arthur and the
Knights of the Round Table, who never
actually existed, but Heraclius certainly
existed and should be remembered. With
his strong Christian faith and great
courage he tried to do what is right in
very difficult circumstances. Hopefully
these intriguing coins will help to keep
his memory alive.
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Figure 13 – Smaller size follis of Heraclius minted at Constantinople in year XXII (631/2 AD).
Diameter 28 mms. Sear Byz. 810. (Vauctions, Auction 251, Lot 162)

“Saw it in CAB Magazine”

Figure 14 – Smaller size follis of Heraclius minted at Constantinople with countermarks of Heraclius.
Diameter 24 mms. Sear Byz. 884. (Classical Numismatic Group, Auction 91, Lot 1047)

